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Canon mf3010 scanner

By Shea Laverty When your Canon scanner is damaged, your ability to process printed documents into your computer suffers. Depending on the nature of the damage, your scanner may require service or replacement. Before you bring your scanner to repair or replace, however, there are a few things you can do to check and see if the problem can be fixed on site. Check both the USB data cable and the
USB power cable and make sure it is securely connected to the computer and scanner. If both are safe, one of the cables may be damaged and requires a replacement. Canon scanners use proprietary USB cables, meaning that third-party cables can hinder performance. Be sure to use the Canon cable with your scanner. The next thing you need to do is check to keep your drivers and the acryched
CaptureOnTouch software up to date. Outdated drives can prevent proper functioning, because computers and scanners can no longer communicate. If the driver is out of date, you can find the current driver from the Canon support website (linked in Resources). Make sure you provide your scanner model name right to make sure you get the right drivers. If you experience paper jams, multi-page feed
errors or white streaks or splotches on scanned files, your scanner glass and rollers may require cleaning. Sticky substances such as glue or corrective fluid can build up rollers and glass and cause stracks. Carefully wipe both sides of the scanner and roller glass, using only enough pressure to clean the area. If the streaks continue to appear as soon as the cleaning is complete, you may have scratches on
the internal glass, the issue of only licensed and legal technicians can repair. If your scanner stops parting through a job and displays messages that declare insufficient memory, you'll need to change your scan state. The memory available largely depends on the memory of your computer available, as well as the print work itself. Memory may not be enough if any of the following conditions are true at the
same time: the color is set to 24-bit, the page size is set to large sizes such as law or the maximum size of the scanner and the resolution is set to the highest settings. Changing any of these settings should reduce memory tension, but if your persistent problems can also weaken Moire Reduction and Prevent Bleeding Through/Remove Background to free additional memory. If your scanner scans the
document incorrectly, there may be a conflict between CaptureOnTouch's scanning job settings and scanner driver settings. Registered work settings always take priority over the scanner driver settings, which can result in scans your expectations. You'll need to edit your existing work settings in CaptureOnTouch or create a new scan job with the correct settings. If the paper is stifling in the feeder, there
are two possible solutions. First, the bulking of bribes and separation pads may require cleaning or or Check to see that it is clean and installed properly. If they are, a page fan before loading it into the scanner -- static electricity can cause the page to stick together, jam the scanner. If your scanner is missing or skipped a page, there may be problems with settings. The scanner comes with the ability to skip
a blank page, but pages that don't have enough black color might accidentally trigger this functionality. You need to reduce the likelihood of pages skipped from within the CaptureOnTouch Scan Side settings menu, or use different scanning modes such as Simplex or Duplex. Not everyone wants a little on the sidelines. Sometimes you might like a frengy-free burger and a medium-sized fizzy drink, or
maybe you'd like to buy a bunch of bread without getting another one for the price in half. It pays to simply buy what you need so why spend extra on a printer that has a built-in scanner, memory card slot, LCD color and perhaps even a fax machine and a drink dispenser, when all you want to do is print stuff from your computer? iP4700 aims to provide you with premium quality documents and gimmick-free
photo printing. Until a few years ago, an inkjet printer sat in one of two camps. The four-ink printer in a business suit is about nasal hard documents and spreadsheet printing, while their six-ink cousin is into the photo. That all changed with the introduction of Canon's five-ink printing system, which combines both coloring-based and pigment-based black ink with cyan, magenta and yellow coloring-based ink.
The idea is that pigment-based black ink will give rich, powerful text to documents, as well as add depth and contrast to photo output. In practice, it works well that some of the so-called Generations of ContrastPlus systems followed, the latest contained in iP4700, and have also been copied by HP in printers such as Photosmart Premium C309G. The iP4700 print engine is basically the same as those
displayed in the PIXMA MP640 printer all-in-one but in a more compact package, performing with each part of the multifunctional frippery, from card readings to Wi-Fi connection. It really is a vulnerable bone device, the most multimedia-friendly thing about it being a humble PictBridge socket that adds to its easier-to-understand USB 2.0 port. But although it may seem small and basic from the outside,
there is no shortage of versatility when it comes to printing. iP4700 has a full auto duplex to remove double-sided documents, a very neat disk tray to print directly to white CDs and DVDs, and two full-size A4 paper input trays. This is a real dredging saver because you can fit more cassettes with up to 150 sheets of plain paper, slot under the printer and forget about it, then add any photo paper size up to A4
into the upright loop at the back, when and when you need to. Most importantly, the iP4700 is very fast and super precise. In our test, it was in unison in unison Mono text pages in seven seconds flat, the color of the DTP page in just 16 seconds, a 6x4-inch borderless color photo in 19 seconds (normal quality) and borderless A4 pictures in just under two minutes (highest quality), all with perfect results
throughout. If your versatile idea in the printer is that it can create amazing pictures as well as immaculate documents with a minimum of fuss and harassment, rather than boasting the stomach and whistles you may never use, then the iP4700 will fit the bill perfectly. Current page: Canon PIXMA iP4700: Next Overview of Canon PIXMA iP4700: Verdict Canon's Pixma MP490 multi-functional printer color
(MFP) has a superlow price ($100 on this writing) and an easy-to-use design that should appeal to home users and students. However, if you print a lot, look elsewhere, because the cost of ink is high. I don't expect much from this cheap machine, so to its credit, Pixma MP490 has some carefully designed features. The small front swinging door protects three media slots. When you raise a flatbed scanner
unit, the vertical support bar automatically drives it, and animation appears on LCD colors that show you how to replace the ink cartridges located inside. Lifting a small top lid reveals a 1.8-inch color LCD and control panel, which sports compass-style navigation wheels and clearly labeled buttons. Other design elements were less successful. The scanner lid is held by a plastic connector that is not firmly
attached, so it ranges when withdrawn. The vertical 100-sheet input tray has a plastic support panel ricket that appears too easy. The page orientation label on the input tray is misleading. Not surprisingly for such cheap machines, it does not have an automatic ethernet or duplex. Pixma MP490 produces mixed results on our performance tests. It pumps plain text pages at a rate of 8.7 pages per minute
(ppm), and graphics at 2.3 ppm-both are slightly below average. Text pictures and landscapes look nice, but pictures of people suffer from orange leather tones. Scans occur quickly, but images show a silenced color and rough texture. Like most low-priced MPs, Canon makes real money by charging more for ink. Pixma MP490 ship with standard-sized cartridges. A 220-page replacement costs $16 or
costs 7.3 cents per page. The 401-page black cartridge, resulting in high yields costing $22 or 5.5 cents per page-better, but still no bargains. Color ink is more reasonable: Siana high yield, magenta, and yellow each cost $17 and last 750 pages (2.3 cents per color, per page), while standard size cartridges cost $10.49 and last page (3.2 cents per color, per page). This $100 MFP price range means
tradeoffs. High ink costs can be complimented if you print regularly; otherwise, look for models with low-cost disks (and higher purchase prices), such as OfficeJet 6500 Wireless HP ($199 as tested; $150 without Wi-Fi).-Susan Silvius Note: When you're you something after clicking the link in our article, we may get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policies for more information. It is a surprisingly
worthy machine for the price, but the high cost of black ink is a tradeoff. Cheap; excellent simple documentation, intuitive control panel Tone leather Guidelines; design of expensive black ink paper trays
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